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FLORENCE – Today, debates about public issues play out on social media, people
receive their news via digital platforms, and politicians pitch their policies using
these same media. The Internet is our new public square. 

In the public square of old, journalists and editors served as gatekeepers and
acted as referees. Human news aggregators set the agenda and provided
audiences with credible information and a diversity of views. We trusted them
because of the professionalism and integrity of their editorial processes.

In the new public sphere, this model of journalism – and of journalism’s role in
sustaining democracy – has become obsolete. Traditional media no longer play a
dominant gatekeeping and agenda-setting role. Fake news can reach multiple
jurisdictions at once.
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Madeleine de Cock Buning, Professor of Digital Politics, Economy, and Societies in
the School of Transnational Governance at the European University Institute, was
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Chair of the European Commission’s High-Level Group on Fake News and Online
Disinformation.
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Miguel Poiares Maduro, Director of the School of Transnational Governance at the
European University Institute, was a member of the European Commission High
Level Group on Media Freedom and Pluralism. 
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